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The "No-Confidence Motion"

debate in the Parliament

proved to be a No Confidence

in the ruling NDA led by BJP

and equally in Indian National

Congress because the BJP

showed its haughty arrogance

of the numbers it had while the

Congress supported it through

the indifference it showed in

supporting the motion it had

floated in the parliament. 

It is true that everyone knew

the outcome of the debate but

every one was hopeful that the

opposition will be successful

in cornering the government

on some of the mega issues

that throttle the democracy in

the country. The debate proved

to be a no -confidence against

both the big political parties

namely BJP and Congress. If

one goes by the level and con-

tent of the debate it would be

amply clear that the smaller

political parties succeeded

immensely in making their

po in t  be i t  CPIM,  AAP,

Telugudesham, National

C o n fe r e n c e ,  Tr i n a m u l

Congress and even to some

extent RJD and Samajvaadi

Party. 

Their representative speakers

could put the BJP in dock on

national as well as regional

issues related to their respec-

tive states. The Telugudesham

symphony continued cease-

lessly during the reply of the

Prime Minister which made Mr.

NarendraModi wipe his per-

spiration again and again from

his forehead. He was churn-

ing lies about employment

generated by the government

but surprisingly enough no

body in Congress had the guts

to contradict him though it was

clear that he was referring to

those sectors of economy for

which government does not do

anything to create jobs. As

usual the Prime Minister's reply

was full of rhetoric, theatrics,

mockery and obscene arro-

gance reflected in his mock-

ery of  the President  of

Congress  Rahul Gandhi. 

He did not reply to the ques-

tions of mob-lynching, rising

prices of diesel and petrol,

falling per capita income, killing

of police, para military forces

and army jawans and officers

at the border, suicide of peas-

ants , increasing violence

against women , falling stan-

dards of education, attack on

dalits and massive use of

money in election-rallies. The

demand of Andhra Pradesh

and Bihar for a special status

was not maet and no con-

vincing reason was given by

the government for not fulfill-

ing electoral promises given to

the two states as well as to the

people at large. 

The opposition's voice in the

debate appeared to be a cry

in the wilderness.

It was abundantly clear that the

issues of the people got a

back seat while the entire exer-

cise was to prove might for

2019 elections.The move by

Rahul Gandhi to hug the Prime

Minister Narendra Modi sent

ripples in the house. 

Had he done it with serious-

ness without the winking that

followed it, he would have set

a n  e x a m p l e  i n  I n d i a n

Parliamentary history but his

naïve action of winking pro-

vided BJP with so much of arse-

nal that his exercise proved not

only futile but fatal for his party.

His action was spontaneous

of designed didn't matter much.

It could have been seen as a

healthy sign of democratic

behavior. Even the winking

may not be related to his hug-

ging the Prime Minister but the

BJP leaders succeeded in link-

ing the two and got the upper

hand. 

This must be kept in mind that

the SanghParivaar has the

biggest force of propaganda

at the ground level as well as

in the print and electronic media

as the biggest corporate are

beneficiaries of this regime. 

The outcome of this debate is

a one-liner message for Indian

political observers that the

regional parties and their lead-

ers are a key to the defeat of

NDA in 2019 elections and if

Congress has to stop NDA from

coming to power again, it

should not hesitate in fighting

with this menace even as a

junior partner where it is not in

full power. 

Sta tes  l i ke  Jammu and

Kashmir, Bihar, Tamilnadu,

West Bengal, Haryana, Andhra

Pradesh, Telangana, Uttar

Pradesh, Tripura and some of

the North Eastern states could

be seen as states where this

strategy of  division of seats to

check the division of votes

may be fruitful.
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Of Arrogance and Indifference

Get Relief from
Stress by Just

6 Minutes 
Udaipur: Due to hectic

lifestyle, stress is the com-

mon problem faced by peo-

ple. Primary reason of many

diseases is only stress.

Meditation is the best way to

stay calm, happy, energetic and stress-free.But many people from

us cannot meditate due to various reasons, such as not getting time,

absence of proper guidance, lack of concentration, etc. In the cur-

rent digital age, interactive meditation is the solutions to all these

problems. Just 6 minutes interactive meditation can make people

stress-free, energetic And consequently increases immunity of a

person and a person stays healthy. This meditation method uses

biofeedback, virtual reality and interactive games to make the med-

itation interesting and effective. Interactive meditation method mea-

sures the biological responses during meditation and according to

those measures calculate the meditation success score of the per-

son. In interactive meditation different meditation modes are avail-

able and the person can select the meditation mode according to

the interest. A person can easily measure the meditation success

score by doing interactive meditation and simultaneously the user

can increase the intensity of meditation by following the guidance

given by the device. Dr. Arvinder Singh, the CEO and CMD of Arth

Diagnostics collaborated with the Unyte (Canadian  conpany) and

introduced interactive meditation concept first time in India. The

money value of interactive meditation device in foreign market is

approximately 50 thousand rupees. However Dr. Singh has made

the interactive device available in Indian market in less than half of

this price.  

Prof Vijay Shrimali passes away
Udaipur: Prof Vijay Shrimali passed away today evening after a

sudden heart attack. He was 59. His last rites will be performed on

Sunday in Udaipur. Prof Shrimali was long suffering from Diabetes

and he passed away today at Fortis hospital. His death has sent

shock waves across the education fraternity in the State and more

so in Udaipur given his long assocation and contribution to the aca-

demic institutions in the city.Prof Shrimali was serving as the Vice-

Chancellor in MDS University, Ajmer. 

He had taken over this role only about 3 months back on 20-Apr.Prof

Shrimali had served MLSU for over 3 decades and was loved and

respected by students and colleagues alike. He had served as the

Dean of University College of Commerce and Management Studies

(UCCMS) and also Sports Chairman besides holding a variety of

other administrative positions.

PM Modi wins the trust
vote, Rahul Gandhi the

debate
New Delhi: Congress President Rahul Gandhi

speaks to Prime Minister NarendraModi after his

speech in the LokSabha on ‘no-confidence

motion’ during the Monsoon Session of Parliament,

in New Delhi on Friday, July 20, 2018

Even as the BJP initiated a breach of privilege

motion against Rahul and PM Modi accused him

of playing with national security, it was the PM

who came across as petulant and juvenile in the

LokSabha

As expected, the Government on Friday won the

trust vote comprehensively with as many as 325

LokSabha members voting against the motion.

But the day belonged to the opposition, which

exposed BJP’s desperate dependence on the

Prime Minister and his oratory skills.

The Government was aided by abstention by the

Shiv Sena and the BijuJanata Dal and by the

support extended by allies like LJP, TRS, AIADMK

and JD(U) among others.But the day’s laurels

went to the Opposition parties which unexpect-

edly were able to put the Government on the

mat. The Opposition benches were calm and com-

posed throughout the debate while members on

the treasury benches were restive, heckled the

speakers and tried to disrupt speeches of

Congress President Rahul Gandhi among oth-

ers. Little wonder that at the end of the day, the

defeated beamed like victors while the victori-

ous wore long faces.

The eleven-hour long debate in the LokSabha

saw some exceptional interventions by

JayadevGalla of the TDP, who moved the motion,

and Congress President Rahul Gandhi. The oppo-

sition had the better of the exchanges with even

the likes of AsaduddinOwaisi, BadruddinAjmal,

Dinesh Trivedi and others making full use of the

little time, often just two minutes, to make their

point.

The Prime Minister in his almost two-hour long

reply mostly read out from files, notings and books

and seemed out of sorts. Despite the trademark

mimicry, expressive hand movements and his

mocking tone and tenor, the unusually flat address

sounded less than convincing, notwithstanding

TV channels describing his rebuttal as stunning.

For a change, it was the Prime Minister who read

out from notes and files while Rahul Gandhi deliv-

ered an extempore speech.

The reply was also marked by interruptions from

TDP MPs who accused him of lying and not

addressing their concerns. The PM revealed that

he had called Chandrababu Naidu and told him

that Naidu had been trapped by the YSR Congress

of Jaganmohan Reddy and would not be able to

come out. That obviously did not satisfy the TDP

members who kept up a steady chant of ‘ shame,

shame’. When was the last time Prime Minister

Modi had to deliver speeches in Parliament through

such disruptive slogans? It was not just the Prime

Minister but most members on the treasury

benches wore grim faces and appeared in a state

of shock. They had not bargained for the sus-

tained onslaught by speakers from the opposi-

tion.The debate on the no-confidence motion,

which had been described as suicidal for the oppo-

sition, was seized by the Congress President

Rahul Gandhi to deliver arguably his best address

in Parliament till now. He surprised treasury bench-

es with his direct attacks on the PM and the

Defence Minister NirmalaSitharaman, reducing

Anurag Thakur of the BJP into a fuming, froth-

ing in the mouth and screaming caricature.

Thakur in fact threatened at one time to stop

members of the opposition from speaking.

Udaipur:Udaipur witnessed the glamour of the fashion industry at Illuminati-

2018, a fashion show organized by the Pacific Institute of Fashion Technology

and Mass Communication has in its ambit top models and ace fashion

designers of the country on July 15th at the Sukhadia  RangManch  Town

Hall. During the show, the celebrity models of the country catwalked.

Their  garment costumes were made by students on Law Rowe Ja, Hilltop,

Rajasthan Royals and Classy Macei Theme.

film actress RaimaSen, film director Aryaman Ramsay, Lila Devi Agarwal,

Paher's Finance Secretary AshishAgrawal, and Pacific Institute of Fashion

Technology Director SheetalAgrawal graced the ceremony as a guest

Pacific University's Financial Secretary AshishAgarwal said that there is

a lot of talent about fashion in Udaipur. needed, only to carve it. Students

of the institute had started preparing for the ceremony a month ago, which

has brought color today. Pacific Institute of Fashion Technology and Mass

will always try to provide the best platforms to the students.

The ceremony was first performed in Gulab and Gulkand's theme based

La La Rosa, where students used to wear rose petals and wearing tin and tone and dressed in attractive clothes. When the models rode on the ramp, everyone greeted them. That's done with

thunderstorms.After this, in the Hilltop Round, there was the use of military prints and colors, which were designed by the combination of amazing elements using flowers such as flowers and ruf-

fles to make the students dynamic and impressive, the audience appreciated the presentation to these costumes.AbhayAgrawal, the child artist of Ranbanka and Hanamat Pagli film, presented

a dance show on ABCD' song Bezubba in the show and got the applause from everyone by walking on the ramp.

After this, the garments were inspired by various cities and cultures of Rajasthan in Rajasthan Royals Round. In it, glass and cottage leaves were used on clothes. Models presented the tradi-

tional culture of Rajasthan with the use of principals and bondage, which was appreciated by all. All the rounds showed a lot of hard work on jewelry setup and make-up, which gave the audience

a freshness in the jewellery. The show was choreographed by designer Gagan Kumar. He has used the theme based on traditional choreography and bringing drama, emotion and light and music.

Instructors of the Pacific Institute of Fashion Technology and Mass Communication, under the direction of designer Gagan Kumar, made fashion alive with latest and trendy costumes. During this

time, one cultural presentation of students forced the crowd to tumble.The best students award was given to HeenaLodha, GirijatiRaju, Harsh Tawani, Vasant Mali, ShagunMaheshwari, Asiya

Khan, AanchalChugh, SrishtiPurohit, Mohammad Aasaf. Operation PIFT's AanchalChugh and Alicia Masi did. Students of the institute at the Alumni-2018 Fashion Show left their mark in various

activities under the direction of SheetalAgarwal..in  Best Designer Female Round, Anchal  Chung, and DeshanaPatalia remained first, while the second position was awarded to  ShagunMaheswari

and third AmishaPardiya. The best designer male round was given to Satyapi Vyas first and NehaKumari. The Best Theme Award was given to Royal Rajasthan and the Second to Hilltop.In the

Best Designer Kids Round, Divya Mahatma felicitated with the first rank and the second  position was conferred to Rashmi Bajaj. 

An Evening of Glamour and Hopes
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